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+441753830260 - https://royalspice.yatakeaway.com/#/

Here you can find the menu of Royal Spice in Windsor and Maidenhead. At the moment, there are 12 meals and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Royal

Spice:
Last night for dinner and couldn't blame anything. the staff was polite and eating was amazing, with good portion
sizes. they make a buffet on a Sunday afternoon and also a banquet night on Wednesday at a reasonable price.

defo a vist worth! we will soon return to try the buffet and banquet night! read more. When the weather is
pleasant you can also eat and drink outside, And into the accessible rooms also come guests with wheelchairs or

physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Royal Spice:
Ordered a takeaway on hungry house when it arrived it was the wrong order but the man had already left so had
to ring the restaurant told him we had the wrong order where the man simply said yes we know and more or less
hung up? Then delivery driver knocks on the door to collect the wrong takeaway and told ours would have to be

made again so In the end it finally arrives over an hour and fifteen minutes late without... read more. Typical
European dishes, that's what the Royal Spice from Windsor and Maidenhead presents, You can also unwind at
the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Visitors also know to appreciate

the use of original Indian spices , there are also delectable vegetarian dishes on the menu.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
KEBAB

Ho� drink�
TEA

Cereal�
STARTING

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

PRAWNS

India�
JALFREZI

CHICKEN DARTS

NAAN

CHICKEN MADRAS

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

TRAVEL

MEAT

CHICKEN
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